Short Biographical Note
I am Assistant Professor in Punjabi University Patiala since last 6 years my career
objective is to seek challenges in Social Development and Education sector to get a position of
responsibility, using my skills efficiently to communicate my ideas and views and commit
myself for achieving organization objectives with the team effort and my positive attitude,
dynamism, enthusiasm and performance. I have completed my Ph. D in Management subject
from Jiwaji University Gwalior. Topic of my Ph.D. thesis was “Impact of Globalization on HRM
in distillery Industry of UP”. So through my research I try to discover those different dimensions
of globalization which are directly or indirectly influencing present HRM scenario in distillery
industry. This impact is not only limited to distillery industry but It is influencing all the
industries. Information technology is playing a most important role in the era of globalization
and has deep impact on all the functioning of an organization in all the industries. I have written
five research papers which also explore the impact of globalization.
During my tenure as Assistant Professor at Punjabi University, Patiala, I have contributed
immensely in starting up and successful running of two new courses i.e. B.Sc. (MCM) and M.Sc.
(AMC). Under graduate course B.Sc. (MCM) is a unique blend of three different subjects. Now a
day’s such type of multidisciplinary programmes are highly needed to fulfill the requirement of
time. I am also member of many departmental committees like: Admission committee,
educational tour committee, organizing committee of national seminar on Mathematics and its
application. I am always eager to take any additional responsibility because I have faith that
increases our strength. Our “Youth Forces” needs to be harnessed of its full potential and it is
only possible through quality training and education.
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